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Sew Inspired EZ Curved Piecing Method ©
The Sew Inspired Design System will enable you to design and creates perfectly pieced uniquely different
quilts. Many quilters shy away from making blocks that incorporate curved blocks because they are afraid of
piecing curves. With the Sew Inspired Pinless EZ Curved Piecing Method, anyone can create these curve
blocks easily to create beautiful and accurately pieced quilts. More quilt ideas and instructions are available at
the Sew Inspired website: www.sewinspired.com. The piecing method describe below is described using the
Winding Curve Template but can be done with any of the Sew Inspired blocks using Wash-a-way Wonder tape
from Collins.
1. Place the sticky side of the
Wonder Tape on the hill
side of the curved edge of
the right side of the fabric
on Piece #8 . Clip into the
tape if needed to curve it.
Leave the paper in place
on the top side until you
have the tape applied to
the entire length to be
sewn as shown:

2. After you apply the tape,
Peel off the paper from the
Wonder Tape so that you
reveal the double stick
tape.

3. With right sides together,
match the end points
where you will begin
sewing.

4. Once you have the two ends
matched together, you will work
your way toward the center,
pressing the fabric edges
together so that the edges line
up perfectly without any tucks or
puckers.

5. If the pieces do not line up
perfectly, simply pull apart the
two sections and reposition them
until you have the pieces lined up
exactly and they lie perfectly flat.

6. Once they are taped together,
open them up to make sure the
pieces lie flat.

.

4. If you are satisfied that the seams
match up properly, stitch them with
¼" seam allowance, stitching slowly
and raising your presser foot with
your needle down as you pivot
around the curve.

5. Attach the right sides of the outer
curve of Piece A to the right sides of
the inner curve of Piece B using
‘”Wonder Tape” as you did in Steps
2-5 above.

9. Sew around the seam that you just
taped, sewing slowly and raising your
presser foot with the needle in the
down position often, making sure that
the fabric going under the needle is
laying flat so that you don’t sew in
any pleats or tucks.

10. Lightly press the finished block flat;

you may change the directions that
the seams go towards once you get
ready to sew all your blocks together,
so that the seams will nest together.
Once all of your blocks are done and
laid out, press each block so that the
seams of adjacent blocks go in
opposite directions and trim with 9.5”
or 6.5” square-it tool to complete
your perfect block.

